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Share price

$0.23

$0.40
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Shares on issue

45.09M

$0.35

3.5

Market Capitalisation (free float)

$10.4M

$0.30
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$0.25

2.5

Options on issue

25.0M

$0.20
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Escrowed shares

18.72M

$0.15

1.5

Performance shares

31.5M

$0.10
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Cash balance at 31 Dec 2016

$2.1M

$0.05

0.5
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Experienced Board of Directors
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Corporate snapshot
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A clear and present danger

Google searches: “ Sexting”

4700%

81%

72,000

Increase in web
search for porn
after school hours

Of teen girls feel
pressured to share
nude photos

Teen boys in
Australia have
problem gam bling

70%

45%

Of teens have been
exposed to
cyberbullying

Of pre-teens are
using unsafe
m obile apps

75%
Of teens are
sleeping less than
recom mended

Statements and material contained in this Presentation, particularly those regarding possible or assumed future performance or potential growth of the Company, industry growth or other trend projections are, or may be, forward looking statements.
Such statements relate to future events and expectations and, as such, involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. The information contained in this presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to issue, or
arrange to issue, securities or other financial products. The information contained in this presentation is not investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. The presentation has been
prepared without taking into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the
information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law none of the Company, its directors, employees or agents, nor any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability
arising out of fault of negligence, for any loss arising from the use of the information contained in this presentation. In particular, no representation or warranty, express or implied is given as to the accuracy, completeness or correctness, likelihood of
achievement or reasonableness or any forecasts, prospects or returns contained in this presentation nor is any obligation assumed to update such information. Such forecasts, prospects or returns are by their nature subject to significant uncertainties
and contingencies. Before making an investment decision, you should consider, with or without the assistance of a financial adviser, whether an investment is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.
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The Family Zone solution
Meeting a growing demand to keep kids safe online and manage digital
lifestyles, Family Zone has developed a unique and innovative cloud-based
solution which combines Australian innovation with leading global technology.
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Key industry drivers
✔ Cyber safety has emerged as t he dominant parent ing challenge today
✔ Parental control software is a US$2 billion pa industry, growing at 10+% pa
✔ Addressable market is US$100 billion pa (if a universal solution is found)

Consumers

✔ Cost is not a barrier, but ease of use and trust is critical
✔ Tech use emerging as t he dominant educat ion challenge at schools
✔ Strong influence on parental decision making: increasingly mandating parental
controls

Schools

✔ M ost school cyber safety solutions are built for business, not education
✔ Firewall options are expensive and schools need a personal device solution
✔ Willing to embed parental controls as a value-added service
✔ Seek better user experience, increased mobile data use, additional service revenue
and stickier customer retention

Carriers

✔ Current options are either weak, overly complex or expensive
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The US opportunity
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One of several large addressable markets

125.8m

35.1m

139,204

Family residences
with 73.9m children

Kids (8-17 yo) with
mobile phones

Schools

89%

Of teenagers own or use a mobile phone, and nearly all access the internet

78%

Of children use the internet multiple times daily
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Average age when children get their first mobile phone
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State of the market

~ 50%

of parents
try parental
controls

however

most abandon them

✔ Need to be installed on each device
✔ Need to be configured on each device
✔ Software is avoidable / hackable
✔ Options either complex or simplistic
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Fragmented & poorly served
✔ No dominant @ home solution
✔ No solution works @ school and home
✔ No solution works in carrier and @ home
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Family Zone’s ecosystem
Supporting over 200,000 users & 235 schools

Available across all devices
Available at home, school, 3/4G
and WiFi networks
World’s only marketplace for
Cyber Expert advice and support

Designed for Telco distribution
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Embedded cyber experts

There is no doubt that protecting and
regulating our kids’ online activity is one of the
major challenges of today.

I’ve reached 10,000 parents in 2016.
Parents are concerned and a movement
is growing.

We cannot keep up with the demand for
cyber safety advice and education.
Parents and schools are overwhelmed.

As a practising child psychologist I am
constantly dealing with the impacts of
connected technology. From self esteem, to
gambling and porn addictions. These are no
longer rare experiences in our schools.

Along with establishing parental controls
and regularly discussing cyber-safety
with our kids, we also need tools that
protect them when they’re online.

Pressures to provide technology are
immense however we’re all too frequently
seeing the small and large scale effects of
uncontrolled access.

-Dr Kristy Goodwin

- David Kohbler

- Jordan Foster
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Diverse, scalable subscription revenue
Consumer

Upfront charges for
hardware ($89)

School
Reseller

Wholesale
Carrier

$150/ mo license fees from
resellers per school install
Upfront charges for
hardware ($70)
Monthly charges for
wholesale service ($1)

Monthly subscriptions
circa $10/ mo

90% service margins
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An increasingly robust business model
The release of Family Zone’s minimum viable product, and the company’s activities in the
six months since listing, have justified our strategy and helped to hone our plans.

Fam ily Zon e h as pr oven ...
✔ Consumers will pay for this service (at price points >$10/mo)
✔ Paying customers are sticky (Less than 5% churn)
✔ A huge market of schools (>100,000 in the US) will buy cyber safety solutions designed with
education in mind, and will promote and mandate solutions that work
✔ Telcos will bundle/value add parental controls
✔ Support and direct costs of the model are negligible
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Achievements and catalysts
✔ Australian launch to consumers has yielded more than 5,000 zones, growing at ~400/wk
✔ Co-branded launch with PLDT, the Philippines’ largest telco carrier (70 million subscribers)
✔ Agreement signed for joint development and consumer trials with Telkomsel,
Indonesia’s largest telco carrier (160 million subscribers)
✔ Integrated school and home platform launches February 2017
✔ School solution installed in 180 Australian schools, 81 in the US and growing
✔ Partnership strategy implemented to address the large US market with multiple regional telcos,
ISPs, access point providers and system integrators
✔ Australian retail partnership launched with MVNO OVO Mobile: demonstrable success
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Ongoing tech development
Version 2 - launch planned for second quarter of 2017

With a focus on onboarding and customer experience, we will aim Version 2
at driving mass market uptake and to suit our telco partners’ demands for
absolute simplicity.
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2017 targets
✔ Implement Version 2 of the Family Zone platform
✔ Generate positive cash flow by building Australian consumer userbase to 35,000 zones and beyond
✔ Push hard into Australian and US schools, and leverage into households
✔ Launch with Telkomsel and multiple additional telco carriers and ISPs in Asia and Australia
✔ US soft launch in 4QFY17 via schools, direct to consumer and through ISPs
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Contact
Tim Levy
Managing Director
timl@familyzone.com

Tim Dohrmann
Investor Relations
tim@nwrcommunications.com.au
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